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Title: Veridiano v. People of the Philippines

Facts:
On  January  15,  2008,  in  Nagcarlan,  Laguna,  Mario  Veridiano  y  Sapi  (Veridiano)  was
apprehended by police officers at  a checkpoint  for alleged possession of  illegal  drugs.
Veridiano was charged with the crime of illegal possession of dangerous drugs, particularly
a plastic sachet containing 2.72 grams of dried marijuana leaves, under Republic Act No.
9165 (Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002). He pleaded not guilty.

During the trial, the prosecution established that the police acted on a tip from a concerned
citizen about Veridiano’s illegal activities. The police performed a warrantless search on
Veridiano  at  a  checkpoint  and  confiscated  the  marijuana.  Veridiano  claimed  he  was
unlawfully arrested and the search violated his constitutional rights. The trial court found
him guilty and sentenced him to imprisonment. Veridiano appealed to the Court of Appeals
(CA), which affirmed the conviction, prompting him to elevate the case to the Philippine
Supreme Court (SC).

The case reached the SC on a petition filed by Veridiano, arguing against the legality of his
arrest and the admissibility of the evidence obtained through the warrantless search. The
SC reviewed the validity of the warrantless arrest and the search, the admissibility of the
evidence, and the sufficiency of evidence for conviction.

Issues:
1. Whether there was a valid warrantless arrest.
2. Whether there was a valid warrantless search against Veridiano.
3. Whether there is enough evidence to sustain Veridiano’s conviction for illegal possession
of dangerous drugs.

Court’s Decision:
The SC ruled in favor of Veridiano, granting the Petition. The SC held that petitioner’s
warrantless arrest was unlawful as it did not meet the standards for a valid in flagrante
delicto or hot pursuit arrest. Subsequently, the search incidental to the illegal arrest was
also held invalid, and therefore, the marijuana confiscated was inadmissible as “fruit of the
poisonous tree” under Article III, Sections 2 and 3(2) of the Philippine Constitution. The SC
also rejected the argument that Veridiano consented to the search since his silence did not
equate to voluntary acquiescence.

In conclusion,  the lack of  admissible evidence warranted Veridiano’s acquittal.  The SC
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ordered his immediate release unless held for any other lawful cause.

Doctrine:
The SC reinforced the doctrine that for a warrantless arrest to be lawful, an overt act
indicating that  a person has committed,  is  committing,  or  is  attempting to commit  an
offense must be observed by arresting officers. The Court clarified the parameters for lawful
warrantless searches and consent to such searches, emphasizing the validity of a consented
warrantless search must be established unequivocally and intelligently. Evidence obtained
from unlawful arrests and searches is inadmissible based on the exclusionary rule.

Class Notes:
1. Warrantless Arrest: Requires personal observation of the crime in progress (Rule 113,
Sec. 5, Revised Rules of Criminal Procedure).
2. Probable Cause: Must be based on actual knowledge of facts or circumstances personally
known to the arresting officer.
3.  Exclusionary  Rule:  Provides  for  inadmissibility  of  evidence  gathered  from unlawful
arrests/searches (Article III, Section 3(2), Philippine Constitution).
4. Consent to Search: Must be unequivocal, specific, and intelligently given, without duress
or coercion.

Historical Background:
This case highlights the judicial scrutiny over the parameters of lawful warrantless arrests
and searches in the Philippine legal context—a significant aspect given the enhanced focus
on anti-drug operations in the country. It demonstrates the Court’s commitment to uphold
constitutional rights amidst law enforcement efforts. The case stands at the intersection of
criminal procedural law, individual liberties, and the battle against illegal drugs, illustrating
the delicate balance the judiciary strives to maintain in protecting rights while enabling law
enforcement.


